Abstract A multivariate morphometric investigation was conducted on wings of two parthenogenetic Drosophila mercatorum strains and offspring (F1) of crosses between these parthenogenetic strains with highly inbred sexual individuals of the same species. The parental flies and F1 offspring were reared at three different temperatures: 20, 25, or 28°C. This design allows a comparison of completely homozygous individuals (parental generation) with identical heterozygote offspring (F1), which makes an analysis of phenotypic plasticity of morphometric traits possible, without a potentially confounding effect of genotype-environment interactions, which can increase the phenotypic variability. The same pattern of phenotypic plasticity of wing size between the homozygous parental strains and the heterozygous offspring was found in both strains with an apparent heterotic effect for wing size in the F1 at 25°C. At 20 and 28°C flies from the parental generation had the biggest wings. Phenotypic plasticity of shape was found to be strain dependent. A reduced level of developmental instability (DI) was found in the F1 as compared to the parental strain only in strain 1 reared at 20°C for the wing size and 25°C for the wing shape. For all the other treatments higher DI was found in the F1 when the difference was significant, which is suggestive of outbreeding depression. These findings are difficult to interpret since an apparent heterotic effect of size at 25°C is accompanied by higher DI (though not significant in strain 2) and complex changes in wing shape. Hence, we cannot conclude whether outbreeding lowers or increases the capacity to respond to environmental change via plastic responses and via changes of the level of DI. The degree of change of 
Introduction
Populations previously isolated may come into secondary contact for anthropogenic reasons. These include passive transport of animals or plants on planes and ships (Ruiz et al. 1997) , restocking of wild populations (Hansen 2002) and possibly climatic change. The degree of adaptation is an interaction between the selective pressure and gene flow as high levels of gene flow can reduce or impede the capacity for local adaptation (Comins 1977; Taylor and Georghiou 1979; Roush and Mckenzie 1987) or may introduce new genes for future adaptation (Slatkin 1995) . Thus, the ideal amount of gene flow is a balance between too little gene flow leading to loss of genetic variation and potential inbreeding and too much gene flow of poorly adapted genes (outbreeding depression; Marr et al. 2002; Vergeer et al. 2004; Sagvik et al. 2005; Edmands 2007 ). Mating between individuals from different populations can lead to heterosis in the first generation, after which outbreeding depression may occur (Dobzhansky 1950; Andersen et al. 2002; Edmands 2007) . It may, however, also occur in the F1 generation due to factors such as underdominance, epistatic interactions, heterozygote-heterozygote interactions or disruption of local adaptation (Edmands 2007) .
The traits underlying fitness and adaptation to changing environmental conditions are generally of a quantitative nature (Lynch 1996) . A quantitative genetic approach is therefore the most direct avenue toward a better understanding of the adaptive potential of populations and of the consequences of outbreeding depression. Experiments investigating the fate of populations with little genetic variability are very difficult to carry out in the wild but quantitative genetic models have investigated whether wild populations will adapt or go extinct in response to continuous environmental change (Bürger and Lynch 1995; Lande and Shannon 1996) . Gomulkiewicz and Holt (1995) concluded that only large populations experiencing relatively small environmental changes are likely to be rescued by evolution. Ultimately, populations only persist if the rate of adaptive evolution at least matches the rate of environmental change (Bürger and Lynch 1995) . Given that many populations of conservation concern are too small to harbor enough genetic variability for an evolutionary response, their survival must rely on the capacity to react to environmental changes in a plastic way (Merilä 1997; Pigliucci 2005) .
Since the distributional range of a species is temporally and probably also spatially heterogeneous a single phenotype is unlikely to be associated with high fitness throughout its range . Modeling approaches have shown that to optimize fitness, phenotypic plasticity evolves by trading the adaptation to acquire resources against the costs of maintaining a potential for being plastic (Ernande and Dieckmann 2004) . Such plastic responses include changes in behavior, physiology, morphology, growth, life history and demography, and can be expressed either within the lifespan of an individual or across generations (Merilä 1997; Faurby et al. 2005) .
The relationship between plasticity and heterozygosity has been a subject of controversy in the literature. One theory suggests that higher heterozygosity leads to lower plasticity and developmental instability (DI) but empirical studies generally fail to find this (Scheiner 1993) . DI is considered as an integral component of fitness and is defined as the incapacity of an organism to produce an optimal phenotype under a range of environments and genotypes. Failure of this buffering mechanism has been shown to increase with the level of environmental and genetic stress (for a review see Palmer 1996; Pertoldi et al. 2006a) .
Another process governing variation is canalization. While phenotypic plasticity refers to the ability of a genotype to produce different phenotypes in different environments, canalization refers to the ability of different genotypes to produce the same phenotype in a given environment (Hoffmann and Woods 2001) . The relationship between DI and canalization is controversial similar to the relationship between DI and heterozygosity. Hoffmann and Woods (2001) found no general relationship between DI and canalization in a small review of the data available at the time. A later study, however, showed that such a relationship may be present for wing shape, as a significant correlation between DI and canalization was found for this trait, but not for wing size (Breuker et al. 2006) . The authors argued that this was caused by tighter genetic control of wing shape than wing size. As pointed out by Stearns and Kawechi (1994) plasticity and canalization are neither mutually exclusive nor dependent on each other. Furthermore, a plastic process can be strictly canalized in one environment but not in another.
Given the evolutionary importance of phenotypic plasticity and DI, there is an urgent need to improve our understanding of the consequences of outbreeding on these ), avoiding the potentially confounding effect of genotype by environment interactions which can increase the phenotypic variability. In this study we have attempted to investigate this scenario using Drosophila mercatorum as model organism. We have analysed size and shape of the wings, in parental flies and crosses between two different completely homozygous parthenogenetic strains and a sexually reproducing highly inbred and virtually homozygous strain reared at three different temperatures. We expected a reduced level of DI and phenotypic plasticity and an increased mean of wing size in the F1 generation compared to the parental flies at all the three temperatures as a result of heterosis, since wing size is a fitness surrogate in Drosophila. Studies have shown that body size and wing size are correlated (Norry and Vilardi 1996) and that larger body size influences fitness characters (Ruiz et al. 1991) .
Material and methods

Experimental design
We used three different strains of D. mercatorum; a sexually reproducing strain of Brazilian origin, which has been inbred by consecutive brother-sister mating for more than 20 generations and two parthenogenetic strains. The first of the parthenogenetic strains is Iv-23-olm, isolated from a sexual population in Hawaii in 1990 (Kramer and Templeton 2001) and will hereafter be referred to as strain 1. The second is Brazil 1 from Faurby et al. (2005) which will be referred to as strain 2. Parthenogenetic D. mercatorum are facultative parthenogenetic and reproduce only parthenogenetically in the absence of males.
Prior to the experiment all flies were kept at 25°C at a 12:12 h light:dark cycle in vials containing instant Drosophila medium (Carolina Biological Supply, Burlington, NC, USA) and added live yeast. At all time prior to and during the experiment, the number of offspring in each vial was well below critical densities for effects of crowding and competition between the larvae to be significant. Furthermore, we only used progeny of 3-6 days old mothers to minimize any maternal effects of age, as DI and wing size in progeny has been shown to increase with maternal age in Drosophila Faurby et al. 2005) .
We produced a hybrid generation by mating males from the highly inbred line with parthenogenetic females. Vials with one male and three facultative parthenogenetic females were produced for each combination of parthenogenetic strain (strain 1 or strain 2) and temperature (20, 25, or 28°C) . The results of these matings are referred to as the F1 generation. The F1 generation was compared to what we refer to as the parental generation, which is parthenogenetic flies reared at 20, 25, or 28°C from parents reared at 25°C of each strain respectively. Egg laying took place at 25°C and afterwards the vials were transferred to the respective temperatures. The parental generation and the F1 generation were reared simultaneously to reduce any temporal environmental variation. Although the parental generation flies are not the actual mothers they are genetically identical to them and therefore, this method allows for the comparison of parents and offspring at different temperatures without confounding maternal effects of temperature. Upon hatching flies were transferred to smaller vials and stored at -20°C.
Analyses
Wings of flies were removed and placed in a droplet of lactic acid, on a microscope slide and covered with a cover slip. Wings were named referring to strain and temperature and were photographed using a camera attached to a dissecting microscope and a computer with the software IM1000 version 1.2 and measured by the use of the software package ImageJ version 1.33u (Rasband 2001) . We followed the design by Faurby et al. (2005) and measured 36 metric distances between nine different landmarks on the left wing (Fig. 1) . The number of wings measured per temperature ranged from 282 to 347. The females of the sexual strains were not utilized for the comparisons of the level of DI and phenotypic plasticity as they are significantly smaller than the parthenogenetic and the F1 generations. Such differences in size will create problems associated with the scaling effect of the mean with the variance, which cannot be corrected properly by the use of the coefficient of variation unless there is a squared relationship between these two parameters (Taylor 1961) . Fig. 1 The nine landmarks used for the analysis. They were the end of the 2nd to the 5th longitudinal vein, the crosses between the posterior cross vein and the 4th and 5th longitudinal vein, the crosses between the anterior cross vein and the 2nd and 3rd longitudinal vein and the cross between the 2nd and 3rd longitudinal vein. Picture replicated from Faurby et al. (2005) Statistical analysis A multivariate analysis was performed, in order to use all the measurements and to reduce considerably the number of tests performed (Rice 1989) .
A principal component analysis (PCA) following Marcus (1990) was carried out on the covariance matrix derived from the wing measurements. This analysis classifies phenotypic variation into independent components that can be used to dissect genetic networks regulating complex biological systems (Chase et al. 2002) .
If size variation is present in the data and the loadings of principal component 1 (PC1) are either all positive or all negative, PC1 can be said to summarize the within-sample size variation (Bookstein 1989) . Shape can be defined as the subspace of dimensions one less than the number of measured variables and quantifies the variation that cannot be explained by size variation and allometric relationships. It has been suggested that functionally independent parts of the wings should vary independently among the loci controlling quantitative traits, and therefore should be associated with different PCs (Klingenberg and Leamy 2001) .
All the wings were grouped by genotype (the two parthenogenetic parental or the respective F1 offspring from their crosses with the inbred sexual strain and rearing temperature (20, 25, and 28°C) .
A resampling F-and t-test was conducted in order to test the differences in variances (which are considered as an estimate of DI in an isogenic strain) and means of the PC scores between the wings of the parthenogenetic parentals and the F1 offspring reared at the same temperature and at different temperatures respectively. These tests, unlike normal F-and t-tests are less sensitive toward deviations from normality, but still use 100% of the information unlike non-paremetric statistics (Davison and Hinkley 1997) . A Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was conducted both for the F-and t-test (Rice 1989). As offspring were all kept under identical environmental conditions, it is assumed that the environmental variability (r 2 e) encountered by the offspring during development was of the same magnitude as the r 2 e encountered by the parental generation (r 2 e = k). Hence, differences in phenotypic variability (r 2 p), among the offspring reared at different temperatures and among the parental generation are ascribed to differences in DI.
The differences in the degree of phenotypic plasticity between the parental strains and F1 strains were assessed by an analysis of parallelism of the reaction norms across the temperature gradient. A specific test was performed on the differences in the shape of the reaction norms by examining the strain 9 temperature interaction by means of two-ways ANOVA. A significant interaction implies strain variation in plasticity across temperatures; non-significance indicates that strain reaction norms run parallel to one another. In addition, the differences in the degree of phenotypic plasticity between the parental strains and the F1 strains were tested by comparing the absolute values of the slopes of the regressions between 20 and 25°C, 20 and 28°C, and 25 and 28°C, respectively by means of a Z-test (Zar 1999 ). Significant differences between the absolute values of the slopes between generations imply significant differences of the level of phenotypic plasticity between the two generations.
All the statistic analyses were performed using the software PAST (Hammer et al. 2001 ) and STATVIEW (2006) .
Results
The different groups: the highly inbred strain reproducing sexually, the parental parthenogenetic strains and the F1 offspring reared at the three temperatures, could generally be Evol Ecol (2009) 23:403-415 407 distinguished by their loadings on PC1 and PC2 axes (despite some overlap), indicating that the hybridization event caused changes both in the size and the shape of the wings (Fig. 2a, b) . The first principal component, which summarizes the size variation among the three temperatures, explained 90.9% of the total variance. The inbred sexual parental flies maintained at 25°C were generally the smallest and both the parthenogenetic parent flies and the F1 offspring became smaller as temperature increased. Principal component 2, which summarizes the most important temperature induced shape changes, explained 3.41% of the remaining variation and distinguished parental groups and offspring with the former having the highest values. The specific wing changes were rather complex. All lengths measured loaded on both PC1 and PC2 but the three traits, which loaded the most on PC2 were BC, GI, and HI (see Fig. 1 ) and all three loaded negatively (results not shown). Higher loadings thus result in relatively wider wings whereas lower loadings result in relatively narrower wings.
Tests of mean and variance of loadings on the two axes of offspring and parental group within the individual strain at each temperature are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2a, b . It shows that for PC1, the F1 offspring were significantly larger than the parthenogenetic parents at 25°C, whereas for 20 and 28°C the offspring were smaller except in one case were the difference was non-significant. For PC2 the parents always had significantly larger values (see Table 1 and Fig. 2a, b) .
The pattern of variance (DI) is less clear but the parents generally had smaller variances on both PC1 and PC2 with only two exceptions observed for strain 1: PC1 at 20°C and PC2 at 25°C (see Table 1 ). In strain 2 the variance in the parents only exceeded that of the offspring in one case: PC2 at 20°C. This was however non-significant. Significant differences were found in three of the five cases where the variance of the parents was lower than that of the offspring: PC 1 at 28°C, PC2 at 25°C and PC2 at 28°C.
The results of the two-ways ANOVA which was used for testing the parallelisms of the reaction norms were all highly significant both for PC1 and PC2 and both for strain 1 and 2 (P \ 0.01) for the parental versus the F1 strain (8.534 \ F \ 1344.56), for the temperatures (19.47 \ F \ 4365), and for the interaction between strain and temperature (25.24 \ F \ 130.31). This indicates that the reaction norms in the parental and the F1 offspring were not parallel to each other, which implies differences in plasticity.
The plastic responses in wing size (PC1) to temperature changes were clearly nonlinear. The size reduction in the offspring was relatively smaller than in the parental strain from 20 to 25°C whereas it was relatively larger from 25 to 28°C. All comparisons involving 25°C showed differences in slopes between offspring and parents whereas there were no differences in the slopes from 20 to 28°C in any of the strains (see Fig. 3 ).
The plastic responses in wing shape to temperature changes (PC2) showed a clearer pattern. In both strains the parents were more plastic from 20 to 28°C and from 20 to 25°C although the difference was non-significant in one of the strains from 20 to 28°C. From 25 to 28°C the offspring were more plastic in strain 1 but this appears to be a strain specific phenomenon (Fig. 3) .
Discussion
The wing size of the flies was found to be negatively correlated with temperature both in the parental and the F1 flies, which is concordant with numerous previous studies (e.g., James and Partridge 1998). The intermediate temperature is believed to be an ideal temperature for the flies since they were all established at 25°C from flies maintained at this Fig. 2 (a, b) Plots of the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) of the principal component analysis (with 95% confidence interval ellipses) of the two parental strains reared at 20, 25, and 28°C, the F1 generation reared at 20, 25, and 28°C and the sexually reproducing inbred strain reared at 25°C Evol Ecol (2009) 23:403-415 409 temperature and have also been maintained at this temperature for many generations afterwards. The size of the offspring generation is lower at 20 and 28°C than that of the parental parthenogenetic flies. The reason for this is that the sexual flies are smaller than the parthenogenetic ones and therefore the offspring would be smaller than the parthenogenetic parents if size is mainly governed by additive genetic effects. The larger size of the offspring at 25°C therefore indicates a heterotic effect. This finding is interesting since heterosis is normally assumed to be more important in stressful environments because heterozygosity is believed to increase the buffering capacity and decrease DI (Lerner 1954; Pertoldi et al. 2006a, b) . It has, however, been suggested that more genes will affect a trait in benign conditions and that their expression will be stronger (Wu 1998) . This would lead to larger effects of differences in heterozygosity in benign environments as compared to more stressful ones, which is what is observed for wing size in this study. The variances of the first two PCs at each temperature and strain are used as estimators of DI. In most cases the variance of the offspring is higher than that of the parents (Table 1) . This increased DI observed in the F1 both for PC1 and PC2 at several temperatures indicates that outbreeding depression may be manifest already in the F1 generation. This could have contributed to the observed size of the offspring which was lower at 20 and 28°C than that of the parental parthenogenetic flies. Developmental instability has, however, also been interpreted as a bet-hedging strategy in an unpredictable environment where increased DI with increased stress could be considered, in an evolutionary context, as a mechanism of defense (Simmons and Johnston 1997) . Selection can work only on differences in phenotypes and phenotypic plasticity and DI can reduce the correlation between genotype and phenotype.
The shape of the wings of the parents and offspring shows different patterns at different temperatures. The wings of the parents become relatively wider at higher temperatures whereas the wings of the offspring become relatively narrower at higher temperatures. Similar results have been found in Loeschcke et al. (1999) and are difficult to interpret, but good evidence for the fitness of wing shape has been found in mark-capture studies (Kölliker-Ott et al. 2003 ) and other studies also indicate a fitness relation between wing shape and temperature (Cavicchi et al. 1991) . It is therefore interesting that the Fig. 3 (a, b) Reaction norms of principal components (vertical axes) one and two for the two strains (strain 1 (a) and strain 2 (b)). Separate figures are shown for each temperature (horizontal axis) comparison (20-25, 25-28, and 20-28°C) in each principal component in each strain. Comparisons showing significant differences in the absolute value of the slope are marked with an asterisk heterozygous offspring and homozygous parental types reacted in different ways as one of the reaction norms may be maladaptive. Changes in the same wing landmarks as those responsible for the changes in wing size and shape in this study were also observed in a previous study on maternal effects working on the same parthenogenetic strains (Kjaersgaard et al. 2007) . The lack of a concordant pattern between the way in which size and shape behave could also be attributed to the fact that genes regulate the shape of the traits more tightly than they regulate size and that more genes are involved in its regulation (Birdsall et al. 2000; Workman et al. 2002) . The evolutionary significance of phenotypic plasticity has been discussed in many contexts (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998; West-Eberhard 2003; Røgilds et al. 2005 ). This study shows that the degree of genetic variation present in a population will affect the level of DI and the plastic responses to a change in temperature in a way which is genotype, trait and environment specific. The change of the genetic composition in a population may contribute to an acceleration or deceleration of the current trends in species dynamics, especially if environmental changes affect fitness related traits. The same DI and plasticity which can increase the short-term ability to respond to environmental changes can also reduce the ability for long-term changes (Sultan 1996) .
